A simplicial spectrum (as defined in Alexandroff 1943, §28 ) is a directed set (Lefschetz 1942, p. 4 ) C = {Ca,vr%} of finite simplicial complexes (or 'nerves'-see Alexandroff 1943, § §28,30 ) Ca,together with certain simplicial mapping jections') vjP, under the following conditions:
(1) If C pf ollows Ca in the directed set is written for this), then there is given a finite number ^ 1 of projections of Cp in Ca. (2) If w'f and w"J are two projections (of in Ca), then for each simplex e Cp the simplices t'a = w'Jftp and £ = w"aHp are faces of a certain simplex taeCa (t'a ^ ta, t"a < ta is written for this, thus considering each simplex as its own 'improper' face).
(3) If y > / } > < x and wy p, are projections, then the mapping urfwj o is a projection.
t These generalizations could be obtained entirely on the basis of the methods developed in Alexandroff (1932 Alexandroff ( ,1940 Alexandroff ( , 1941a and Alexandroff, Hopf & Pontrjagin (1935) ; but a shorter and much more elegant way is given by combination of these methods with those used by Hurewicz & Wallman (1941) in their excellent book. It is, however, necessary to recall, since no reference is made by Hurewicz & Wallman, that the main theorems of the homological theory of dimension were established in the paper by Alexandroff (1932) .
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The oriented simplices of Ca will still be denoted by ta, the group of all r-dimensional chains xa of Ca (with respect to a fixed coefficient-group) and the B (the homology-or A-and the 'cohomology' or V-groups) will be denoted by L r x and A£, V£ respectively.
Then The condition (2) in the definition of a simplicial spectrum ensures th a t these homo morphisms do not depend on the special choice of the projection of Cp in Ca. Thus we have the inverse group spectrum (A£, urf} | the direct group spectrum {V£, 7 (see Alexandroff 1941a, § §3, 4 ; Alexandroff 1943, § §22, 29;  or Lefschetz 1942, chapter vi) . The corresponding limit groups are the r-dimensional B etti groups Ar c, Vr c of the simplicial spectrum C with respect to the given coefficient-group (discrete for V and bicompact for A).
The simplest direct definition of the group Vr c is the following: Take the set of all r-dimensional V-cycles of all € the V-cycles zr u and zr p belong by definition to the same (r-dimensional) V-class zr, if there exists Cy following in C on both Ca and Cp, such th a t 7r£z£~7r£z£ in Cy.
The r-dimensional V-classes are by definition the elements of Vr c . To get the sum of two V-classes z'r and z"r take arbitrarily zr a e z'r, zr p € z"r, and a Cy following in C on both Ca and Cp] the V-class zr containing n«zZ+nfiyz y is by definition z'r 4-z"r.
Now suppose th a t in each Ca a closed subcomplex A a is given. Denote the B etti groups of A a by A£0, V£0. Suppose th a t for any pair > a and any choice o projection w£ it is given th a t u r£ A p^A a. Sup the condition (2) in the definition of a simplicial spectrum always holds with tae A x. Then the A a with the mappings vj^ considered on them form a spectrum, which is called a subspectrum A -{Aa, vj% } of the spectrum C = Denote t subcomplex Ca \ A a by Ha; this subcomplex (more precisely, the system of its oriented simplices) is a cell-complex in the sense of KolmogorofF and Tucker (see e.g. Alexandroff 1943 , § §5-7), its Betti groups will be denoted by A£x, V^. Now consider any chain xr aX on Ha with coefficients belonging to a bicomp The set of all r-chains xr a on Ca which coincide with xr al on is deno and called the A-extension of x r a X over Cx (this slight deviation of Alexandroff (1943) corresponds to the real state of affairs and is thus reasonable). For a chain xr a on Ha with respect to a discrete coefficient-group the trivial V-extension 1xr 0 L l over Ca is defined as the chain xr a on equal to on H and equal to zero on A a -Ca \ Ha. The intersection-operator of Alexa ndroff (1943, § 11) is still denoted by J®1; for any chain xr a on Ca, and any system of chains xr a which are equal to each other on Ha the chain J^xxr a is by definition th a t chain on Hx which is equal there to xx.
We define for any zr pX e
Q x e
This gives a homomorphism xu^ of A£x in A£x and therefore an inverse group spec trum {A^i, ^«i} with the bicompact limit group denoted by and called the r-dimensional A-group of C modulo A .
In a dual way consider for zr aX € tfaX e V£x the V-cycle Apso th at J^xnc pS'^l zr aX is a V-cycle on Hp. D This gives a homomorphism 7Tp{ of V«x into (conjugate to the homomorphism -see Alexandroff 1943, § §20-22 and 29) . In this way the direct spectrum {V£i, 7Tp\} is obtained with the discrete limit group Vh = lim (V^,7 called the r-dimensional V-group of C modulo A. 
Ca n o n i c a l s e t s a n d s p e c t r a o f a s p a c e
Throughout this paper 'space', 'mapping of a space', 'covering' mean normal space, continuous mapping, finite covering, respectively.
Let Rb e a space, Ma n arbitrary point set in R. We denote by times by RM , the closure of M in R, by Jr (M) (sometimes JRM , J(M ) or even M) the set of all interior points of M with respect to R :
A closed set in R is said to be canonical if it is the closure of some open set; an open set is said to be canonical if it is the set of all interior points of a closed set. Canonical closed and canonical open sets will be denoted by A and U respectively.
where O is open in R, and U is the set of all interior points of A, then a fortiori
, where E is closed in R, and A is the closure of U, then 
.,E ,}
of R has an exact refinement with a nerve which is a sub complex of the nerve of e.
Proof. Let
and suppose th at in the closed covering
the elements A { are canonical, A i^E i and th at no A i has common interior points with any other element of ek. Define°k
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The covering es is exact and a refinement of e. Since any open covering possesses a closed refinement with a nerve which is a subcomplex of the nerve of there follows: If the covering /? is a refinement of the covering a but a is not a refinement of /?, then / 3i s said to follow a in the partially ordered set of all coverings of the space R (which is supposed to contain an infinite number of points). In this way the sets of all open, open canonical, closed, closed canonical, and exact coverings of R become directed sets.
We now associate with each covering a its nerve Ca, and if the covering /? follows a, we put in correspondence with each element of /? an element eai of a containing as a subset. This realizes a simplicial mapping of in Ca, and the mappings so obtained are called projections.
In this way we obtain:
(3) (4)
The spectrum of all open The spectrum of all open canonical The spectrum of all closed The spectrum of all closed canonical The spectrum of all exact ■ coverings of R.
The spectrum of the exact coverings of R is exact and is called the spectrum of R. Among the five spectra just mentioned (2) is a confinal part of (I); and (4), (5) are confinal parts of (3). I t follows that (1), (2) on the one hand and (3), (4), (5) on the other have the same A-and V-groups. Furthermore, it follows from the normality of R that (1) and (3) have the same A-and V-groups (see e.g. Lefschetz 1942, chapter v ii) . Therefore:
All of the spectra (l)-(5) have the same A-and the same V-groups; these are called the A-and V-groups of the space R.
Let Eb e a closed set in R. For any covering e of the covering Ee of E is defined as the set whose elements are the non-empty intersections of E with the elements of e. The nerve of Ee is a subcomplex of the nerve Ce of e, and this subcomplex is called ECe. The subcomplexes ECe form a subspectrum EC of the spectrum C. This is of course true if we take for the spectrum C any of the spectra (1 )-(5). In particular, the spectrum EC is exact if C is the spectrum (5). In all of these cases the V-groups of C mod EC are the same; they are called the A-and V-groups of R mod E.
Let / be a mapping of the space R into the space R*. This mapping determines a homomorphism H* (or H*) of in and a homomorphism (or *) A^«, these homomorphisms being conjugate:
(the scalar product is taken in the sense of the Pontrjagin character theory; see e.g. Alexandroff 1943 , § 1). The homomorphisms H*, H * can be defined on the basis of spectra (1 )- (5) In what follows the homomorphism H* will not be needed; as a m atter of fact it is completely determined by (1).
Two important special cases of the homomorphism H*
(1) Let I? be a closed set in the space R* a n d /th e The corresponding homomorphisms H* and are and the extension-homomorphisms J R* and E R, (operating respectively on V^* and A^) of my previous paper (Alexandroff 1943 ).
An element zR of is called extendable (over R*) if it is the image under the homomorphism J R* of some element zR* of V#.; each of these zR* is called an exten sion of the extendable element zR:~r
Let fbe a mapping of the space R into the n-dimensional sphere S n. As the group Vgw (with the group of all integers as coefficient-group) is infinite cyclic, a generator of this group may be chosen (one of the two possible); this generator zn is called an orientation of the sphere S n, thus / becomes a mapping of R into the oriented sphere S n. The image dH e of zn under the corresponding homomorphism H* is called the degree of/. In § 5 the following two theorems will be proved: order th at the mapping f 0 be extendable over it is necessary and sufficient th a t its degree d0 be so extendable. Moreover, for any extension dn of there exists an extension / of f 0 with the degree dn.
T h e o r e m 2*2 (the Hopf classification theorem). Let be a bicompactum of dimension < n. The homotopy classes of mappings of R into the oriented n-sphere S n are in (1:1)-correspondence with the elements zn of V^: to each element zn e Afj there correspond mappings of R in S n with the degree zn, and two mappings are homotopic to each other if and only if they have the same degree.
Our proof of these theorems will be practically identical with the proof by Hurewicz & Wallman (1941) for the metric case of the same theorems. The most elementary part of theorem 2*2 will be proved in this section, namely: 2-20. Two homotopic mappings of a bicompactum in a sphere have the same degree.
This theorem is a special case of T h e o r e m 2*3. L e t/b e a mapping of the bicompactum R into the compactum of Vfo* there is a positive number 8 with the property:
Theorem 2*3 admits a further generalization which will be given after an auxiliary definition.
Suppose the spaces R, R* are given and let o j* be an open covering o mappings /, go f R into R* are said to be ^-m odifications of each other if for every point x e R the two points f(x) and g(x) belong to some element of 0)*. No the following theorem will be proved (which implies 2-3 and a fortiori 2*20): There exists a covering This implies E O p^g-^O * = Of. Thus /? is a refinement of both ccf and ccg I t will be shown th a t za* is carried by both n p H f and nfyH* into the same Zp. In fact, let tp = ( 0pi o ,..., 0pir) be a simplex of the nerve Gp of /?. Then and fg = (0f#, 0 ? r) are simplices of Caf and Cag respectively, and the values of and of 77^#* za* on tp are equal to the corresponding values of H fz a, and H*za* on tr f and tr g. B ut the latter ones are equal to the value of za* on tr a* = (0 *o, ..., 0 *). Thus the V-class of E containing is at the same time H*z* and *, q .e .d .
T h e b ic o m p a c t c a s e
Let C = {Ga, be an exact spectrum; if in each Oa € an element tx e Co c is taken in such a way th a t G~ma^p whenever /? > a, then the system £ = {£ is called a thread of the spectrum 0; the thread £' = {t'a} is called a p art (or a sub thread) of the thread £ = {ta} if t'a < ta for all a. A thread £ is called maximal if £ is not a part of any thread different from it.
An exact spectrum C = {Ca, defines a bicompact space Ec in the following way (Kurosch 1935) . The maximal threads of G are the points of Ec ; the neigh bourhood 0 ai> (£) of £ = is defined as the set of all points
The attention of the reader is called to the following fundamental theorem:
T h e o r e m 3-0 (Kurosch 1935). Let Eb e a bico spectrum. To any maximal thread £ = {£a} of G there corresponds the point
CL
where E(ta) is the intersection of the elements of a corresponding to the vertices of ta. The function /establishes a homeomorphism between the spaces Ec and E.
Thus the maximal threads of C are in (1: ^-correspondence with the points of E. Now a (1: ^-correspondence will be constructed between the closed subsets of E and certain subspectra of C called maximal. In construction this G = {Ga, still denotes the spectrum of the bicompactum E. L e m m a 3-1. Let ta belong to Ca, a. being fixed. There always exists a thread con taining ta as an element.
Proof. For any fi > a take all simplices belonging to the inverse image nrf (i.e. all tp satisfying vj£tp = ta). Now take all projection obtained. Denote by E the resulting set of simplices. I assert th at the only element of E belonging to Ca is ta. In fact, if t'a e E, then by definition = ru£tp, where either w£tp = ta and thus ta = t'a, or tp = my pty with >/? and ruyty = ta. Then y >/? > and t'a. = -wawJsG -waG = G-The set S has, moreover, the property th at t projection of any element of S still belongs to E. Finally it can be shown th at for any t pe Ea nd y > ( 3t here exists a ty e S with w Let /? 4= a.T hen tp -ujy f t y , where vjy'ty> Then vjy't y = wy f ty = ta; thus ty e 2 and wy' wy pty = w jfw fty = rufxny'ty m fty = tfi.
Thus 2 satisfies the conditions of Kurosch's lemma of his paper (1935, p. 472) , and therefore contains a thread £; as the only element of 2 belonging to Ca is this ta necessarily belongs to £, q.e .d. Let us call the closed subcomplex A x c Ca an extension of the subcomplex A x of Ca i f A ce^A / a, and each maximal simplex of A'a belongs to the open star of some simplex of A a. The subcomplex A itself is by definition its own trivial extension.
The subspectrum A ' = {A'a, of the spectrum C = is called an extension of the subspectrum A = {A a, of Ci f every is an extension of Ca). Again, the subspectrum A is its own trivial extension. The subspectrum A of C is called maximal if it has no extensions except the trivial one.
The purpose of the present section is to prove the following three assertions:
(1) Any maximal subspectrum A = {Ax, of the s satisfies the condition:-
') . Every thread of A which is maximal in A is maximal in G.
(2) Every subspectrum A of Cs atisfying
where
Ei s a closed subset of the bicompactum R. (3) Every subspectrum
A of Go f form These three assertions are obviously equivalent to the following two theorems:
Theorem 3*1. The condition (Sf) is necessary and sufficient in order th at the subspectrum A be maximal.
Theorem 3*2. In order th at a subspectrum A of the spectrum C be of the form A = EC it is necessary and sufficient th at A be maximal. Before proceeding to the proof of these theorems we note that to different sets Et here correspond different subspectra EC. In fact, if a; is a point which belongs, say, to E ' but not to E", let an (exact) covering a be chosen with an element ea containing the point x but no point of E". Then the vertex ea belongs to CE'a = A'a and does not belong to CE*X -A"a. Thus the subspectra A ' -E'C and A" -E"C are different. Therefore theorem 3*2 shows th at the operator EC (with variable E) realizes a (1:1)-correspondence between the system of the closed subsets of R and th at of the maximal subspectra of C.
The proof of (1) is rather obvious: let x = {ta} be a thread which is maximal in A but not in C. Let x' = {t'x} be a non-trivial extension of this thread; add to each A a the simplex t'a with all its faces. The complexes so obtained form a non-trivial extension of A.
Proof of (2). Let A = {Aa, be a subspectrum of the spectrum C -{Ca, td^}.
Suppose that A satisfies the condition (£?). Then to each maximal thread of the
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spectrum A there corresponds a point of R the p obviously homeomorphic to the space defined by , is thus bicompact and therefore closed in R. I t remains to show th a t A = EC. To this end take any ta = (ea 0 ... ear) e and a point x e E n ea 0 n ... near. By the definition of E the with a maximal thread £ = (...£*...)of A ;the simp hence ta e A a. Since this is proved for an arbitrary ta e ECa, ECa £ To prove the inclusion A c ECa, consider any ta e A a and take a max x = ( . of with t'a ^ ta (such a thread exists by lemma 3*1). The point is contained in all elements of a corresponding to the vertices of t'a, in particular, to the vertices of ta\ therefore tae ECa, q.e .d . Proof of (3). Suppose th a t the subspectrum A EC {Aa,vj£\ is not maximal. Let A ' = {A '^tdQ be a non-trivial extension of A; in particular, let for a fixed a the subcomplex A ' be a non-trivial extension of Finally, let
The vertices ea0, ...,ear correspond both to the elements Ea0, E a r of a and to the elements E n Ea0, . . . , E n Ear of Ect. According to lemma 3*1 take a thread r of the spectrum A '. Let, for any > a,
The spectrum A ' being an extension of A , there is certainly a simplex t"p in Cp satisfying both ^ and
In other words, any element of (3 corresponding to a vertex of (even to a vertex of tp)has common points with an element of /? intersecting E. Now take a maximal extension £" = (...t"a...t"p...) (in C) of The thread £" may be identified with a point x of R which for any ft > a belongs to an element of /? having commo some element intersecting E. As this is true for every (3>cl, it is seen th a t On the other hand, x belongs to all elements of a corresponding to vertices of and, in particular, to those of t'a. Hence it follows th a t contrary to our.hypothesis. Thus the assertion (3), and with it theorems 3*1 and 3*2, are completely proved.
Remark. Since the spectrum C (being the exact spectrum of the bicompactum R) is a Hausdorff spectrum, any thread of C is contained in only one maximal thread. Hence Co r o l l a r y 3*1. If A is a maximal subspectrum of C, then A contains, together with any thread, its maximal extension (in C).
Consider in m e spectrum C -{Ca, m%} a system of closed subcomplexes A a e (for all a) such th at for every /3>ot the projection vjP maps into A a (not neces sarily on to A f). Such systems (with the corresponding projections) will be called for a moment 'incomplete' subspectra of G. In order th a t an incomplete sub spectrum A = (Aa, be a subspectrum it is necessary and sufficient th at every tx e A x e A can be included in a thread £ = (of A). Two incomplete sub spectra are called equivalent if they have the same threads and the incomplete subspectrum A ' -{A'a, m % } is called a reduction of (Aa, m?) if A and A equivalent and A'a^A a for all a. Applying the reduction process transfinitely for the incomplete subspectrum A = {Aa, a reduction A r = {AT X, vj% } is obtained which is a subspectrum of C. I t is easily seen th at each A T a has as elements all those and only those tae A a which are contained in the threads £ = of A . Thus, the complete reduction A 7 of the incomplete subspectrum A is uniquely determined. Now let two subspectra A ' = {Ax,m£} and A" {Ax, vj% } of the spectrum C be given. Then the complexes A x = A x n A" (with the projections m%) form an in complete subspectrum
A'" -{A'", Its complete reduction is cal section of the subspectra A ' and A" and is denoted by n Now, from corollary 3*1 there follows C o r o l l a r y 3*2. The intersection of two maximal subspectra of is a maximal subspectrum.
Moreover:
Co r o l l a r y 3-3. If A ' = E'C, A" = E"C, and
Proof of Corollaries 3-2 and 3-3. Any maximal thread of A is a thread of both A ' and A"; these subspectra being maximal, the maximal extension of £ (with respect to C) is contained in A' as well as in A" and thus in A; therefore £ is a maximal thread in C, which proves the maximality of the subspectrum A . Furthermore, as has just been shown, the point x e R corresponding to the of A belongs to both E ' and E". On the other hand, i f x e E then the maximal thread corresponding to a; is a thread of both A ' and A", and thus a thread of A. In other words, the maximal threads of A are just the threads corresponding to the points of E. This, together with the argument used in the proof of the assertion (3), com pletes the proof of corollary 3-3. Now we say that the spectrum C = {Ca, is the sum of its maximal subspectra C' -{C'a, and C" = {C each a.
With these definitions, t h e( 1 : 1)-of the spectrum C (of the bicompactum R) and the closed subsets of R is an isomorphism with respect to both addition and intersection.
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The dimension of the nerve of a covering is called the dimension of the covering. Let 72 be a normal space. If each open covering of has an ^-dimensional (open) refinement e, R is said to be a t most w-dimensional. In this may suppose e to be closed instead of open, or to be open canonical, closed canonical, exact. I f R is a t most w-dimensional but not at most 1)-dimensional, the dimension of R is said to be n: dim R = I t is one of the main purposes of this paper to prove
T h e o r e m 4-1. If the dimension of the normal space is n, then the exact spectrum Cof R contains a maximal subspectrum C0 such th a tf Vw((7 mod(70, J)=j=0 (dually: AW (C mod (70, < 7) 4=0), while for r > n ,for any maximal subspectrum C0 and for any coefficient-group, the r-dimensional Betti groups of Cm od C0 are zero.
T h e o r e m 4*2. If the dimension of the normal space R is n, then R contains a closed (and even closed canonical) set E such th a t Vn(72mod E, J) = t= 0 (dually: Aw( mod E, #= 0), while for r > n , for any closed E^R and any coefficient-group the r-dimensi Betti groups of I?mod E are zero.
Owing to theorem 3-2 the theorems 4-1 and 4-2 are immediately equivalent if R is bicompact. In this special case both theorems will be proved in §5; the general case will be solved in § 6. In the present section some im portant but more elementary theorems will be proved. In the proofs given I often follow my paper (1940) . 
(E).
Define A as the set of all x e Rw ith f(x f The additive group of all integers is denoted by J , its character-group (i.e. the continuous group of all real numbers reduced mod. 1) is denoted by J. I t will be convenient for us to bring lemma 4*1 into the following form: Let to be an open covering of the normal space R and / a continuous mapping of R in a space R'. This mapping is called an w-mapping if every point x' e R ' has a neighbourhood whose inverse image under / is contained in some element of 0).
Remark. In the case of a closed mapping / it is sufficient to suppose th at the inverse image of every point x '€ R 'i s contained in some oeco. In fact, f the set f( R \ o) is closed in R ' and R ' \ f ( R\ o) is a nei inverse image lying in o.
Let R ' = C be a poly tope given in a definite simplicial decomposition C; among the w-mappings of the normal space R into R ' of special interest to us are those which satisfy the condition:
The elements oi of o) = {oj, ...,o8} are in (1: l)-eorrespond of C, and each oi is the inverse image of the open star of the corresponding vertex ei of C (it follows that C is the nerve of (o).
These w-mappings will be called ( oj, C)-mappings,-\ they are characterized by the following construction:
Suppose th at for i = 1 ,...,<? the continuous non-negative functi defined on R by the condition th at fi^x) = 0 if and only if € \ oi (this implies that (o is correct). Define for any x e R the point as the centre of the masses /ii{x) placed respectively at the points ei. This centre lies in the simplex of C spanned by the vertices ei corresponding to the elements of containing x. The m apping/so defined is an (w, C)-mapping; conversely, every The following fundamental theorem has just been proved:
Theorem 4*3. The dimension of the normal space R is the least among the integers n with the property: for an arbitrary open covering w of there exists an w-mapping of R on to an ^-dimensional polytope. In this formulation the words 'on to ' may be replaced by 'in to '. L e t/b e a mapping of the normal space R into R', where R' is the w-dimensional Euclidean or spherical space, or Hilbert space. Suppose th at there is given a positive number e and a correct open covering a )of p(f{x),f(y)) < e whenever x and y belong to the same element of 0) (Hurewicz & Wallman 1941, p. 63) . Choose in each element o£ew a point r p i and take the vertices ei of the nerve C at or near the p o ints/(p1). Define the functions [ifx) as above, and denote by f e( x ) the centre of the masses y fx ) placed in et. In this way a continuous mapping f e of R into the polytope Ci s obtained (which of the nerve C in the space R'). I t is easily seen th at for an arbitrary e
P (f(x),fe{x))<6.
(1) Thus Approximation Theorem 4-4. To any e > 0 and to any continuous mapping of the r-dimensional normal space R into the spherical or Euclidean or Hilbert space R' there exists a continuous mapping/, of R into an r-dimensional poly tope imbedded in R', the mapping f e being an e-approximation o f / i n the sense th a t (1) holds all x€ R .The polytope C may be chosen as the geometric realization of the nerve C of any sufficiently fine correct open covering of R.
From this approximation theorem there follows immediately:
L e m m a 4-7. For r < n any continuous mapping of an r-dimensional normal into the w-dimensional sphere S n is inessential; thus, any homotopic to each other.
Furthermore, we shall prove by the methods of Alexandroff & Hopf (1935, pp. 374-375) : L e m m a 4-8. If / is an essential mapping of the normal space R on the closed simplex T, then there exists an e > 0 such th at any mapping of R into T differing from / by less than e covers a fixed simplex concentric with T. Thus for r < there is no essential mapping of an r-dimensional space on an w-dimensional closed simplex.
Proof of Lemma 4-8. L e t/ be an essential mapping of the normal R on the closed spherical region E n of radius 1 and centre o. Denote by en, E 'n the spherical regions of radii 1/ 3, 2/3, respectively, and the same centre 0; the boundaries of E n, en are the spheres S, S', s. Denote finally by S and S', and set " " 1/rT.
r = f-\
Let f xbe any mapping of R in E n differing from/ by less than 1 /3. Then for the rectilinear segment f i x ) fi(x)has no points in common with en. Now define the m apping/' as follows. For draw the line of(x) and take the portion 8 of this line lying between S and S ' ; the segment 8 is considered as directe from S to S' (i.e. towards the centre 0). Now/'(a:) is defined as the point which divides the segment f( x ) fx{x) in the same ratio as f (d ivid For x e R^ r one simply sets
and hence, since/is essential, f'(R ) =
But if f'(x) e en, then certainly x€ en^f x{R), Q.E.D.
We now return to lemma 4-4 and consider an (oj, C)-mapping of R in the nerve C of (o. With Hurewicz & Wallman (1941, p. 73) we find a mapping / of on to a certain C', C'cC which is quasi-barycentric (i.e. the inverse image of any open of C'is contained in some element of a>) and minimal in the sense that there is no quasi-barycentric mapping of R into a C" with C" c: C'. This implies (by virtue of my 'sweeping o u t' reasoning (Alexandroff & Hopf 1935, p. 365) ) that every ndimensional simplex of C' is essentially covered by the image of R under/. Hence T h e o r e m 4-5. The dimension of a normal space R is, if finite, the greatest among those integers n which allow an essential mapping of R on to an n-dimensional closed simplex.
Remark. There are sets M lying in a normal (and even bicompact) R and having a dimension greater than th at of R ;if M is closed in R, then neces A closed
Mi n a normal R being always normal, we are led to the following problem Problem. Let M Rb e normal (if taken with the 'n atu ral' topology induced the topology of R ) .Does then the inequality dim AT ^ dim R necessarily hold? In any case the following definition will be useful to us:
D e f i n i t i o n . Let
Mb e a subset of the normal R. T h e o r e m 4*6. Let E be closed in the normal R. If rdB ( R \ E )^ n, then every mapping of E into the w-dimensional sphere S n can be extended over R.
Proof. L e t/b e the given mapping of E into S n. By the Brouwer-Urysohn exten sion theorem, / can be extended over a neighbourhood U of to a certain mapping / ' . Take the neighbourhoods TJX and U2 of E satisfying the co
E c U^R U^U^ R U^U ,
and consider the function / ' on (RUfj n (72\ U2). The latter set is closed in \ U2, which is closed in R and therefore at most w-dimensional. Thus, by theorem 4-5,f the m apping/' of (RUf)
The theorem just proved will play an im portant role in the last section of this paper.
To finish the present section the following proposition will be proved, which is im portant for many deformation-theorems and in particular for the Hopf classifica tion theorem as well as for the theorem on Cantor manifolds:
T h e o r e m 4-7. The topological product [I?,/] of an w-dimensional bicompactum R and the rectilinear segment I = < 0 ; 1 > = {0 ^ < 1} is of dimension ^ + 1.
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem I shall call the attention of the reader to two questions which naturally arise in connexion with it:
(1) Is it possible to strengthen the inequality dim [!£, ^ + 1 to the equality dim [72, 1] = n + U t Here theorem 4-5 is used in its following form which is immediately equivalent to the previous one:
Theorem 4 *50. dim R holds if, and only if, every mapping of every closed E czR into S n can be extended over R.
(2) Does theorem [4] [5] [6] [7] [12, 7] which is a refinement of Q. I t will now be proved that the dimension of the covering is ^ + 1. To do this, first note th a t 
Eiihin . . . n E in+t hn+2 A.
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Now let ( x, t)e E ilhln ... n E in+S hn+a. Then a t least two among the s, say are equal, ix = i2 = i and t = 6^+1, where h 1, and (x, t) -(x, ^h+l) € Efa B ut 6^+1 is different from all & *.*, 6|n+*, and therefore the numbers i, i3, ..., in+z are all distinct. Thus the n + 2 point-sets
have a non-empty intersection, in contradiction to assertion (3). This completes the proof of theorem 4*7. Proof. Let E ' £ M ' be closed in R ' (and therefore a bicompactum). Denote by E the projection of E ' in R.
q .e .d . L e m m a 5*1. Let E be closed in the space R. Let / 0 and g0 be two homotopic mappings of E into the w-sphere S n. Then, if there exists an extension/of over R, there also exists an extension g of g0 over R with / and g homotopic. This is 'Borsuk's theorem ' or 'Theorem VI. 5 ' of the book of Hurewicz & Wallman; their proof, given for the metric case, is literally applicable to our general case.
. P r o o f o f t h e
Theorems belonging to the topology of polytopes so far as they are needed in this paper are supposed to be known. Among these the attention of the reader is called to the invariance theorem concerning the Betti groups. The interpretation of this theorem for V-groups is as follows. Let Cb e a simpl tope C. Then G is the nerve of the open covering of whose elements are the open stars of G. Therefore, any V-cycle on C is an element of a V-class of C. Conversely (and this is the meaning of the invariance theorem) each V-class of G contains V-cycles of the complex C, and two V-cycles of G are homologous on to each other if and only if they belong to the same V-class of C. Thus there is a fixed (1,1)-correspondence between the elements of V£ and those of Vr c, this correspondence being an isomorphism. Now let C be the nerve of a correct open covering a) of the bicompactum R. Let C be realized geometrically as a simplicial decomposition of a polytope G and consider any (oj, C)-mapping / of Ri nto C. morphismf H* of V£j = V£, in Vr R. To this end let jr be an element of V^, and zr € j$r a V-cycle on G.
Since the complex C is a t the same time the nerve of <r and the nerve of an d / is an (o), C)-mapping, the elements of o) are the inverse images under / of the elements of or; therefore by the definition of the homomorphism H*, is nothing but the V-class of R to which zr belongs as element. Thus the following has been proved: L e m m a 5*2. L e t/b e an (w, C^-mapping of the bicompactum R into the polytope C, whose simplicial decomposition C is the nerve of To obtain the homomorphism H f of V£j in Vr R one has to take in any V-class % e V£, a V-cycle zr of C; the V-cl of R containing zr is the element H f ft.
Proof of the H opf extension theorem.
(1) Necessity. L e t/b e an extension (over bicompactum R) of the m apping/, of the closed set E<^R into the bicompactum R*.
where J is the identical mapping of E into R. This implies th at for any element z* eV r E H fz* = J In other words: each element of V^ which is an image under H f (of an element z* of V#.) is an image under J E (of the element H fz* € A y, i.e. is extendable. Hence it follows, for R = S n, th a t the degree o f/0 is extendable (to the degree o f/). (а) There is a e V£* in §, i.e. ga. £ 5. (б) There is for any Of a t least one vertex e of (the fixed simplicial decomposition of) S n such th a t/( 2£ n Of) is contained in the open star Oe of e. Denote by et a fixed one among these vertices e.
(c) The covering a* is correct and of dimension < + 1. Denote by a the covering of E whose elements are the (non-empty) intersections n (remember th at these are the inverse images of the Of under the identical mapping of into R).
Let ga be the simplicial mapping of Ca into the complex S n determined by cor relating the vertex ei to ( En O f ) .Let za e V£ be the degre of E containing (as subset). I say th at g0 = d. To prove this take the funda mental V-cycle xn of S n; define z™ on Ca by its values on the elements t%eCa: if the vertices of t™ correspond to (E nOff), ...,(E n Off), we put
eiV ). Obviously z£ € za-
Now any En Of is contained in gH1{Oei); thus a is a refinement of and ( E n Of)->g~1(Oei) is a projection. Therefore z%ed and hence ' n'p*ba* -nfiba'
Replacing our a by this ft and setting again a for ft it may be supposed th a t from the beginning da. ba* ba> i.e. th a t b»* is an extension of * Now take the polytopes Ca* and Ca c Ca» and co S n. As ba* is an extension of $a, one has by the H opf extension theorem for poly topes an extension ga* (over Ca») with degree of the continuous mapping ga. Let ba, be an (a*,(7a*)-mapping of R into Ca*\ then 6a. by its very construction maps E into Ca and 9(*) = 9*{K(X)) is a mapping of E into 8 n; g*(x) = ga*(ba*(x) ) ( is an extension of < 7 over R.
The degree of g* is the image of the degree e _ of ga* under the homo morphism (of V^. in V%) induced by 6a*. B ut in virtue of lemma 5*2 and of ba* -b this image is nothing but $. Moreover, one concludes easily from the definitions of g, 6a. and ga th a t for any xe both f simplex of the complex S n, whence it follows th a t/a n d g are homotopic. As g admits an extension over R, namely, g*, the m apping/adm its (by lemma 5-1) an extension / * which is homotopic to g* and thus has the degree z, q .e .d .
From this theorem there follows as an easy corollary one of the assertions of the Hopf classification theorem, namely:
C o r o l l a r y . Let the bicompactum R be of dimension < Corresponding to each element % n of V|> there exists a mapping of R in S n with the degree $n.
Proof. Denote by Ea closed subset of R, containing one point only. only element of is the zero element; this element is of course extendable, and any element of V^, in particular, the element is an extension of zero. Therefore, by the Hopf extension theorem, a mapping of E into S n (which correlates to the unique point of E an arbitrary (but fixed) point of 8 n) can be extended to a mapping / of R into S n with the degree The second part of the Hopf classification theorem is contained in theorem 2*20. There remains the third part:
Two mappings of the at most w-dimensional bicompactum R into S n are homo topic if they have the same degree. allow us to give the following form to theorem 5-1 which exactly corresponds to the original form of the fundamental dimension theorem as given in my paper (1932) for compacta ('2. H auptsatz' on p. 195 of th at paper):
An w-dimensional bicompactum R necessarily contains a closed set E and on it an ( n-1)-dimensional true cycle which bounds on R but does not bound on E. On the other hand, for any r^ n and any closed E<^R, each /--dime on E bounds on E, provided th at it bounds on R.
The third pair of isomorphisms of my paper (1943) Ecz R the groups V^xE, A^xS are zero. Thus theorem 4-2 is comple proved in both its (V-and A-) forms.
Remark. In all formulations of theorem 5-1 as well as in theorem 4-2 the closed se*. E can be supposed canonical.
N o r m a l s p a c e s . P r o o f o f t h e o r e m 4 -1
A bicompactum bR is called an extension of the space if is an everywhere dense subset of bR, i.e.
R s=bR, (bR) ( bR.
Among the bicompact extensions of R there is one called the Cecil extension or the maximal extension /HR. This extension is completely characterized by the property: /HR can be mapped on to any bR in such a way th at every point of R is a fixed point of this mapping (and that no point of /HR \ R is carried into a point of I have shown (Alexandroff 1939; see also Fomin 1943) This completes the proof of theorem 6-3.
As an immediate consequence of theorem 6*3 there follows (This result is known-see Wallman (1938), footnote 11 on p. 119.) Since for spaces with the first countability axiom homeomorphism between fiRx and fiR2 implies homeomorphism between Rx and R2 we deduce from theorem 6-10:
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T h e o r e m tv 11. Any normal space R satisfying the first countability axiom is completely determined by the combinatorial structure of the system of its canonical closed sets.
More precisely: Suppose th at there is a multiplicative isomorphism between the system of all canonical closed sets of Rx and the system of all canonical closed sets of R2, then the spaces Rx and R2 are homeomorphic.
I do not know whether the analogous theorem is true for canonical open sets. Moreover, it is still unknown whether theorem 6*11 remains valid without the assumption of the first countability axiom.
The following Remark is evident. Proof of Theorem 4-1. Let dim I? = n. Then dim = n\ thus by theorem 4-2 for bicompacta the spectrum of fiR, i.e. the spectrum of R, has the structure described in theorem 4-1, q .e .d .
Proof of Theorem 4*2 (for a normal R). Let dim = dim = n. Then there exists in J3R a canonical closed set A such th at is different from zero. Since lim (V£l5tt^) = VM (-RmodA') is seen to be different from zero, theorem 4*2 is proved in its full generality.
Ca n t o r m a n if o l d s
Let Cbe a Hausdorff spectrum. This spectrum is called w-dimensional if it satisfies the following condition:
There exists a maximal subspectrum A of s group of Cm od A is different from zero, while for r> n and for any ch maximal subspectrum A of Ct he r-dimens zero group.
In this definition the infinite cyclic group J is taken as the coefficient-group for the V-case. For the A-case one has, of course, to take as coefficient-group the group J of all real numbers reduced mod 1; one can define in the same manner the dimen sion of a spectrum with respect to any coefficient-group.
A maximal subspectrum A of the ^-dimensional spectrum C is called an ( Cantor manifold lying on C, if, whatever be the representation of A as the sum of two maximal subspectra (no one of which coincides with A), the intersection of these subspectra is a t least (n -1)-dimensional. If, in particular, C is the spectrum of the normal space R then a Cantor manifold lying on C is called an abstract Cantor manifold lying on the n-dimensional space R. L e m m a 7-2. Suppose th a t the bicompactum is the sum of two closed subsets Ex and E2. Suppose th a t/l5/ 2 are mappings into of E2 respectively, and th a t the points (in Ex n E2) in which fx ( x) =t=/2(^) form a set of re Then fx can be extended over R. Proof. The mappings f x and / 2 considered as mappings of Ex n E2 are homotopic by lemma 7 1 . Since / 2 (as a mapping of Ex n E2 into S 71*1) is extendable over E2 (to the m apping/2) it follows from the Borsuk lemma 5 1 th a t there is an extension/12 of f x (considered on Ex n E2) over E2. Defi f / ( * ) = / i (*) on Ex l/( « ) = /i2 (*) on E2
we obtain the desired extension oifx over R is obtained.
L e m m a 7-3. Let there be given a bicompactum R, a closed set E^R and a m ap ping / of Ei nto a sphere S. Suppose, furthermore, th a t there is well-ordered system of closed sets Ex (the A are finite or transfinite ordinals). Suppose th a t / admits no extension over a set of the form then / admits no extension over E u E', where E ' -H Ex. The easy proof of this lemma is as follows. Suppose th a t / is extendable over E E '. Then by the Brouwer-Urysohn extension theorem / can be extended over a certain neighbourhood Uo f Eu sufficiently great A are contained in TJ, thus / would be extendable over some E kj Ea, contradicting our hypothesis.
From lemma 7-3 follows:
L e m m a 7*4. Given a bicompactum R, a closed set E<=:R and a m a p p in g /o f E in a sphere S which cannot be extended over R, there is a closed E '^R such th a t / cannot be extended over Eu E 'bu EvE" I t is now easy to prove theorem 7-1 for a bicompactum R. Let dim R -n. Then there exists a closed E^R and a mapping / of E into /S'71-1 which is non-extendable over R. By lemma there is in a closed E ' such th a t / i s extendable over E u E" if E" <= E', but is not extendable over E u E'. I say with Hurewicz & Wallman th a t this E ' is a classical Cantor manifold on the bicom pactum R. Otherwise, let E ' = E'xyjE'2,E'x* E '* E '2, d im (^A^')< w -2 .
By the definition of E ' the mapping / can be extended over Ei = u (i = 1,2), to a mapping/j-, and the points in which f x possibly differs from / 2 are all in E'x n E 2 and form therefore a point set in Ex n E2 of relative dimension not exceeding n -2 (with respect to the bicompactum u = Ex u E2). I t follows by lemma 7-2 th at A, and thus /, admits an extension over E u E ', contradicting the choice of E'.
Now let
R be an arbitrary w-dimensional normal space. Its spectrum, being the same time the spectrum of an ^-dimensional bicompactum, namely, of contains a Cantor manifold which by its definition lies on R. Thus theorem 7*1 is proved in its full generality.
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